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Offline Reinforcement Learning with Reverse Model-based Imagination

Motivation
Distributional shift is one of the main challenges in offline RL.
To address this problem, recent offline RL methods attempt to introduce conservatism bias.

Examples:
Model-free methods: BCQ, BEAR, BRAC, CQL, …
 Encode the bias into policy or value functions by using conservative regularizations or specially

designed network structures.
 Constrained policy search can limit the generalization beyond the offline dataset.

Model-based methods: MOPO, MOReL, Repb-SDE, …
 First learn a forward dynamics model from the offline dataset with conservatism quantifications, and

then generate imaginary trajectories on high confidence regions to extend the offline dataset.
 Conservatism quantifications often suffer from overgeneralization and mislead forward model-based

imaginations to undesired areas.
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How to enable conservative generalization?

 The optimal policy requires a composition of multiple trajectories in the offline dataset.
 Forward imaginations potentially discover a better policy outside the offline dataset, but may

also lead to undesirable regions consisting of fake high-value states due to overgeneralization
errors.

 Reverse imaginations generate possible traces leading to target goal states ( ) inside the
offline dataset, which provides a conservative way of augmenting the offline dataset.

Reverse model:

Reverse policy:
 Generative models: conditional VAE.
 Uniform policy.
Combination with model-free algorithms:
 ROMI provides informed data augmentation to extend the offline dataset.
 Since the reverse rollout policy is agnostic to policy learning, ROMI can be combined with any

model-free offline RL algorithm
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Conclusion
 We show that reverse imaginations could

enable conservative generalization.
 ROMI provides a novel bidirectional learning

paradigm for offline RL.
 We show that ROMI could achieve better or

comparable performance to state-of-the-art
baselines.
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